The geometric dimensionality of a physical system significantly impacts its fundamental characteristics [1] [2] [3] [4] . For example, the occurrence of Anderson localisation [5] [6] [7] [8] , the stability of planetary orbits [1, 3] , and the number of components of the electric and the magnetic field [1, 9] are a function of the number of the involved spatial dimensions. While experiments are fundamentally limited to the maximum of three spatial dimensions, there is a growing interest in harnessing additional synthetic dimensions. The numerous approaches to this end often involve the temporal and/or spectral domains and necessitate complex dynamic modulation regimes [10] . Alternative methods relying on artificially engineered degrees of freedom generally do not scale well when more artificial dimensions are to be added. In our work, we introduce a new paradigm for the experimental realization of excitation dynamics associated with many-dimensional systems.
Crucially, it relies solely on static one-dimensional equivalent structures with judiciously tailored parameters to faithfully reproduce the same optical spectrum and density of states of the high-dimensional system to be represented. In order to showcase the capabilities of our approach, we fabricate 1D photonic lattices that exhibit the characteristic non-monotonic excitation decays associated with quantum walks in up to 7D square lattices. Furthermore, we find that a new type of bound state at the edge of the continuum emerges in higher-than-three dimensions and gives rise to a sharp localisation transition at defect sites. In a series of experiments, we implement the mapped equivalent lattices of up to 5D systems and observe an extreme increase of sensitivity with respect to the detuning of the respective anchor sites. Our findings demonstrate the feasibility and applicative potential of harnessing high-dimensional effects in planar photonics for ultra-sensitive switching or sensing. Notably, our general approach is by no means limited to optics, and can readily be adapted to a variety of other physical contexts, including cold atoms [11, 12] and superconducting qubits [13] with exclusively nearest-neighbour interactions, promising to drive significant advances in different fields including quantum simulations and information processing.
The concept of synthetic dimensions [14] is one of the current focal points of interest, since it effectively extends the scope of experimental observations beyond the (3+1)-dimensional space-time and thereby opens up new opportunities in various physical contexts, from innovative light control to quantum information processing [10] . Current approaches for synthesising dimensions commonly rely on either introducing additional parameter dependences [15] to the Hamiltonian, or using artificially engineered degrees of freedom, such as discrete frequencies, to form a synthetic space [11, 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , with latest experiments demonstrating up to four synthetic dimensions [15] . Generally, the aim is to achieve a perfect one-to-one reproduction of the entire multi-dimensional lattice in synthetic space.
However, this inevitably comes at the steep cost of exponentially increasing complexity when attempting to access higher effective dimensions.
Here we introduce a new paradigm for the selective realization of a wide range of useful physical effects associated with high-dimensional lattices and their nontrivial excitation dynamics. We show that arbitrary Hermitian multi-dimensional lattices with any local or non-local coupling distribution can be mapped to a 1D lattice with judiciously tailored nearest-neighbour couplings and detunings, such that the dynamics at a chosen anchor site is faithfully reproduced. Notably, in order to establish the effectively multi-dimensional environment in the 1D equivalent lattice, it is not sufficient to merely preserve the optical eigenvalue spectrum, as e.g. supersymmetry (SUSY) and related transformations [21] [22] [23] are known to do. Instead, one has to exactly replicate the actual local density of states.
Since the method presented here does not require dynamic modulations, the static 1D equivalent lattices it yields are compatible with a broad range of existing technological platforms, including, but not limited to, the planar laser-written photonic circuits that we employ in our proof-of-concept experiments.
It is a well-known fact that excitation dynamics, in particular the emergence of defectlocalised states, crucially depends on the lattice dimensionality, as dictated by the fundamental distinctions in density of states at the band-edges [24] . As such, they are an ideal test case for any approach to synthetic dimensions. As it turns out, one of the key features of our technique is that any detuning-type defect at the anchor site identically impacts the excitation dynamics in the multi-dimensional structure and the synthetic 1D equivalent lattice.
The approach presented in this work finally places these and many other high-dimensional phenomena within the experimentalist's grasp. In this vein, we observe the emergence of a sharp localisation transition at a critical defect strength. This behaviour is mediated by a new type of bound state at the edge of the continuum (BSEC) that occurs exclusively in four or more dimensions, which constitute a fundamentally nontrivial addition to the previously identified families of bound states in the continuum (BIC) [25] . The resulting extreme defect sensitivity readily lends itself to multifarious practical applications and may serve as an entirely new design approach in metrology, e.g. for the precise measurement of minute optical refractive index contrasts.
Recent theoretical works employed Householder and SUSY-related transformations to map the optical spectrum of multi-dimensional arrangements to 1D lattices [22, 23] . However, in those approaches, each site of the 1D lattice inevitably ends up representing a complex superposition of multiple original lattice sites. In contrast, we formulate a general mapping procedure to achieve a one-to-one correspondence between the respective anchor sites, which renders our approach intrinsically robust against arbitrary local defects. In order to illustrate this, we consider a lattice with arbitrary multi-dimensional geometry governed by a linear Hermitian Hamiltonian H and a local defect ρ at site m d . Figure 1 
where for m ≥ 1, m and C m are the respective on-and off-diagonal elements of H mapped onto the dynamics of the first site in the 1D lattice (red sites in Figs. 1(a,b) ):
Notably, this holds true for detunings ρ of any strength, which can even be time-dependent and/or nonlinear according to an arbitrary function ρ(t, Ψ m d ) (see Supplementary for details).
We employed femtosecond laser-written photonic lattices [28] as testbed for the experimental characterization of our equivalent structures. Here, the propagation direction z corresponds to the time coordinate t, and the strength of coupling between two adjacent waveguides can be continuously tuned by adjusting their transverse separation. In order to establish the viability of the mapping procedure, we directly compared the excitation dynamics in a 2D square lattice comprised of six waveguides ( Fig. 2(a) ) with equal horizontal and vertical couplings and negligible diagonal interactions to the mapped 1D counterpart (Fig. 2(b) ). In the absence of detunings, the equivalent lattice features identical waveguides with nonuniform but constant couplings (see Supplementary). Figures 2(c,d) show the experimentally observed intensity evolution in the two systems obtained by fluorescence microscopy [28] . Remarkably, the dynamics of the anchor site ( Fig. 2(e) ) are captured by the first site of the equivalent lattice ( Fig. 2(f) ) so well that the observed intensity distribu- Having verified their viability, we harnessed our mapping technique to experimentally investigate dynamics associated with high dimensions. We consider periodic lattices of increasing dimensionality N d as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . For N d > 3, we analyse their higher dimensional generalisations with the nearest-neighbour couplings normalised as
ensures that the respective systems exhibit photonic bands in the same interval −2 C < β < 2 C in order to allow for a direct comparison of effects associated with the multi-dimensional 1D lattices are entirely suppressed in higher dimensions ( Fig. 3(e) ).
From a mathematical point of view, the dynamics resulting from a single-site excitation represents the (spatial) Green's function G N d (z) = Φ 1 (z)/Φ 1 (z = 0), which effectively characterises the response of the entire lattice. Its Fourier partner, the spectral Green's function,
provides additional insights into the role of dimensionality. Figures 4(a,b) show the theore- Fig. 4(a,b) ). In this vein, our mapping approach can also serve as versatile tool for engineering the band structure and tailoring the associated lattice response towards practical applications.
We finally consider the fundamental effect of localisation arising from a detuning ρ of the anchor with respect to the surrounding homogeneous N d -dimensional lattice. Importantly, knowledge of the Green's function in a defect-free lattice allows us to predict the localisation behaviour upon introduction of a defect [24] as real part of the Green's function accordingly reflects this tendency of light to remain localised in the excited anchor site. We determine the excitation efficiency for the defect-localised mode, defined as the fraction of power remaining at the input site after a sufficiently long evolution. In the theoretical limit of z → +∞, it is expressed as (see Supplementary):
In Fig. 4 (e) we show the calculated excitation efficiency over the defect strength for the dimensionalities from 1 to 5. In 1D and 2D, localised modes appear for any defect strength, while for N d ≥ 3 localisation occurs only above a critical defect magnitude, ρ ≥ ρ cr , in agreement with previous studies [24] . Remarkably, we identify a distinctive effect for highdimensional lattices with N d ≥ 4: Here, the excitation efficiency instantly attains a finite non-zero value at the critical defect strength. Specifically, we see in Fig. 4 (e) that η(ρ cr ) 0.13 for 4D and 0.49 for 5D lattices. The key aspect in allowing this characteristic of a high-dimensional system to be mapped to a 1D structure is that the judiciously synthesized coupling distribution of the latter likewise supports a bound state at the edge of the continuum (BSEC) exactly for the critical defect strength (see Supplementary). Since the associated sharp transition from zero to strong localisation had not been observed before, we experimentally explored the phenomenon in the respective 1D equivalent lattices, where the anchor site's detuning was implemented by choosing a different inscription speed (see Supplementary). The excitation efficiencies were estimated by averaging the final centimetre of the recorded fluorescence images (Fig. 4(c,d) ), as indicated by orange frames, and calculating the fraction of light remaining in the anchor site. As an example, for
the light remains much more strongly trapped for an above-threshold detuning (Fig. 4(c,d) ). Notably, the color centers formed during the inscription process enable the direct obervation of the propagation dynamics by means of fluorescence microscopy [28] . Despite their low concentration and the resulting small conversion rate, meaningful quantitative measurements are enabled by separating stray excitation light (633 nm Helium-Neon laser) from the fluorescence signal (650 nm). Typically, this technique has been limited to planar arrangements. To circumvent this limitation, we inscribed the two dimensional lattices in our experiments at a 20
• tilt, such that no two waveguides overlap vertically and the propagation dynamics of all lattice sites can be simultaneously imaged in a distinct fashion.
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